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Abstract
The theoretical basis as well as the practical Methods of empirical
continuation of the differential cross section into the nonphysical
region of the costf variable are discussed. The equivalence of the
different Methods is proved. A physical applicability condition is
given and the published applications are reviewed. In Many cases the
correctly applied procedure turns out to provide nonsignificant or
«>ven incorrect structure information whirh points to the necessity
for careful and statistically complete analysis of the experimental
data with a physical understanding of the analysed process.

В настоящей работе рассматриваются математическое обоснование и
практические методы эмперического продолжения дифференциального
поперечного сечения в комплексной плоскости cos J . Доказывается
тождественность разных практических методов. Указываются фвяическне
условия, при которых метод применим, и дан обзор имеющихся в науч
ной литературе применений. Если метод применён правильно, тогда в
большинстве случаев извлечённая структурная информация статистиче
ски незначима или не согласуется с результатами других методов. Это
подчёркивает важность статистически полного анализа данных и учитывания физических критерий применимости.

Kivonat
Jelen munkában a differenciális hatáskeresztmetszetnek а cos и változó nemfizikai tartományába történő empirikus folytatása elméleti alapjait és gya
korlati módszereit ismertetőm. Bebizonyítom a különböző gyakorlati módsze
rek egyenértékűségét. F.gy fizikai alkalmazhatósági feltétel birtokában el
lenőriztem a szakirodalomban közült olkalmaznsokat. Nagyon sok esetben a kö
vetkezetesen alkalmazott folytatást eljárás statisztikusán nem szignifikáns
vagy esetleg nem helyes szerkezeti Ínformációt ad. Ez arra mutat, hogy gon
dosabban kell az eljárást alkalmazni, melynek során az elemzett folyamat lefolyá»ának módját is meg kcll vizsgálni.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the new technique of empirical continuation of the differen
tial cross section ( Kisslinger 1972, Dubnleka et al. 1973, Borbély 197% )
has penetrated nuclear physics with success. It is based on the fact that
at certain nonphysical values of the variables the process can be described
exactly by simple means. Actually, for transfer processes one has a pole
singularity in the cos 9 plane, the residue in which contains information on
the structure of the involved particles.In the most favourable cases this
structure information can be extracted with such a «mall error which, up
till now, was not possible. The analytic continuation being unstable, the
empirical continuation - which is essentially an analytic continuation of
empirically given I i.e. with errors) functions - is a very delicate problem.
The difficulties of giving error estimates were only seemingly overcome by
mathematical methods { Ciulll 1969, Cutкоsky 1969 ) , because in practice one
lacks the additional Information necessary for any error estimate ( Miller
and Vlano 1973 ) • Therefore the applications were mostly governed by the
availability of experimental data in suitable numerical form and the results
were checked only by comparing then with similar result* of other methods.
The connection between the two different empirical continuation methods,
namely tue extrapolation and the singularity subtraction methods, was also
not studied. Of late, the results of the method have begun to be questioned
(Nlchltlu 1975» Locher and Nizutani 1978 a, b ) too. In connection with this
see the contributed paper of Borbély and Nlohitlu (1975) to the Zurich
Polarlzetlon Symposium and the author's comment to Plattner's (1975) lecture
there.

The aia of this paper is to present in a coherent manner those ideas
and methods, which are useful In praotloe to provide a means for understand
ing the underlying physical meaning in order to formulate applicability
conditions which make it possible to Judge the correctness ot the result
within the framework of the method Itself. The key to it is provided by the
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equivalence of the extrapolation and subtraction Methods and by the easy
physical interpretation of the latter. In possession of the applicability
condition one can review the published applications of the aethod. Many of
them turn out to be aade under doubtful physical conditions and to provide
Incorrect results. The foraal reasons are partly the oaission of a
statistically coaplete analysis and partly an incorrect comparison with the
results of other aethods following an int-oaplete treataent of spins
(Blokhintzev et al. 1977 ) • It is necessary to find out the physical reasons
for the failure and work out aethods of checking and iaproving the aethod to
alniaize the hazards of obtaining incorrect results. Though aostly staple or
even trivial aethods are used, the present paper can be used as an Introduc
tion only in coabinatlon with a study of the literature. In soee cases the
aost trivial facts should be stressed since one amy aeet just the opposite
stateaents in the literature. Since ay endeavour has been to avoid poleaics,
I have tended not to give references In such cases.

In this paper only applications to low energy nuclear physics «re dealt
with. With the exception of one case only the continuation of the cross sec
tion in the cosJ plane is discussed. By the forward dipersion relation
approach a siailar technique is applied to the continuation of the aaplitude
in the energy plane; nevertheless, it is not possible to discuss here the
possibilities of that aethod because of the author's coaplete lack of
experience in that field. Fortunately there is not auch need for it as this
task has already been undertaken by Locher and Nlzutanl (1978 a, b ) . I hope,
however, that the conclusions

with sose aodlficatlons

could also be applied

In that field with a soaewhat different physical background. Lately, the
continuation of the polarizations in the cosJ plane, rather than that of
the cross section, has been proposed by Aaado et al. (1978 ) and by Borbély
(1978), Polarizations provide aore detailed structure Information. The
physical background of the aethod is the saae as for the continuation of the
cross section. Though in this paper only the latter case Is dealt with, the
conclusions can be directly applied for polarizations.
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For the empirical continuation method the starting point is the
analycity of the function to be continued, as it is a sufficient and in soae
sense necessary condition of the convergence of polynouia?. extrapolations
(Walsh I960 ) . The analycity of the cross section can be derived fron that
of the amplitude, the latter is a well studied problem (Shapiro 1963,
Schnitzer 1965 ) . The singularities of the two functions are, of course,
connected with each о her. The cross section of a transfer process has the
following typical singularity structure in the cos V plan« (Cutkosky and Deo
1968 a, b ) : i/ the physically accessible region is the [-1,1] interval with
no singularity inside it, ii/ the singularities are on the real axis, in
aany cases the transfer pole is nearer to the physical region than the left
and right hand side cuts generated by other direct aechanisss. The cross
section has a second order pole coming from the transfer pole of the amplitude,
a first order pole from the Interference of the amplitude pole with the
regular background, and a background regular at the pole. The strength of the
second order pole is defined entirely by the residues of the amplitudes, as
in the case of non-zero spins one might hare several amplitudes having a
transfer pole. This connection is given by Borbély (1976) for the case when
in one of the vertices only zero orbital noaentui is present. For other more
complicated cases this problea - as well a* the connection with the residue
of the forward elastic scattering amplitude in the energy variable and with
slailar quantities - is treated in detail by Blokhintzev et al. (1977). The
reader is referred to their paper because such problems concern only the
Interpretation of the pole strength and the comparison with other results
but they are not directly connected with the applicability of the continua
tion sethod itself. For the limited purposes of this paper it Is sufficient
to assume that the strength of the cross section pole is in all cases given
by the product of two corresponding vertex constants only. For yertex
constants I use the normalization of Borbély et al. (1968 ) , Dollnsky et al.
(1973), Borbély (1976) and Blokhintzev et al. (1977). The equivalent values
of vertex constants given in other units as well aa the values of other
quantities are taken from the review paper of Blokhintzev et al. (1977).
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Having information on the analydty structure of the cross section one
can try to extract the strength of the pole by analysing experimental data.
For this purpose one has two possibilities.

The first method is to remove the pole multiplying the cross section
by a simple factor and then to use the mathematical theory of extrapolation
to determine its strength. In section 2, I cite mathematical theorems giving
the foundations of this extrapolation procedure. The impractical nature of
the various error estimates given so far and a very important technique for
Improving the convergence of the extrapolation procedure, namely the optimal
onformal uapping, are also discussed. To conclude this section the practical
scheme of extrapolation is presented, and its convergence is proved on the
basis of the previously cited theorems.

The second method is to determine the strength of the singular!*y from
the asymptotical behaviour of expansion coefficients, this is discussed in
section 3« After presenting the mathematical basis and discussing some
difficulties In determining the asymptotical region by mathematical methods,
а тегу simple and transparent physical condition is given for this purpose.
Various generalizations of the method are discussed and their statistical
equivalence to each other as well as to the extrapolation method Is proved.

In section 4 various practical ways of Improving the performance of the
continuation method are discussed and, by using them in section 5, the inter
esting fact is demonstrated that in practical oases the systematic error of
the extracted singularity strength given by the continuation method itself
could be of the order of less than I }í. The somewhat acadeaic problem of the
aodel independence of the method is dlsoussed in section 6.

All the published applications to the continuation ot

the стоят section

in the cosv* variable are carefully reviewed in section 7 using the above
developed methods with a brief review of the theory of Coulomb effects;
Finally, the conclusions rpaciied are presented.
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2. EXTRAPOLATION OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

If it is possible to remove a singularity from the cross section by
some aems, then one can extract the strength of this singularity by
extrapolating the regular function. To be йоге precise, later on the
z a. cosv* plane is considered with the 1-1,1] interval being the physical
region. As an example of reaoving the singularity, in the case of an amplitude
pole at z s г

г

, (z -z) e*(z) is regular at *=*_• Polynomials fitted to the

•easured values of the regular function provide an obvious way of extrapola
tion (Chew 1958, Taylor et al. 1959 ) • Polynomials are siaple to handle in
coaputation and, what is »ore, an elaborated theory of such approximations
4

to analytic functions is available (Valsh I960) .

References to this useful boo*: do not aean that the actual thoorea is
Walsh's.

2.1. Mathematical aspects of extrapolation

Analytic continuation is a unique process, nevertheless at first sight
it is not possible to extrapolate an analytic function beyond that region
where its values are available only with soae error, irrespective of the
error's tending to zero. The point is that one can easily contract a
sequence of regular functions (for instance, powers of the variable ) which
are arbitrarily small inside the physical region while they are arbitrarily
large outside it. But if a priori Information ( q priori here means that one
cannot prove it using the measured values alone ) on the size of the
regularity region is available, then one has a convergence theorem: the best
polynomial approximation in the physical region converges to the true value
In its neighbourhood, too.

To give the latter statement a more precise meaning one needs to olte
some theorems from Walsh's book (i960) on polynomial approximations. Let us
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consider the ellipses with focii at z=*l. The ellipse with the sua of sealaxes R is denoted by C while CjSC is the [-1,1] interval. The ainiaua
R

value of R so that f\z) is not regular inside C_ lit denoted by о , Soaetiaes
the ellipse C.

is called convergence ellipse.

Thcoren 1 ( Walsh I960, theorea 4.7 and the text following ) . A
necessary and sufficient condition of f ( ж) being regular inside C. and
having a singularity on V.

f

( o > l ) is the existence of such polynoaials

p (z) of degree n, a constant M ( which can depend on R but is independent
of n and z ) , and arbitrary Лео

, so that

n

aax | f ( z) -P l*)UM/R ,
n

z in C, n « 0,1,2, ...

and the nonexistence cf such polynoaials for R >9

It)

. Such polynoaials show

a aaxiaua convergence to f (z) in C.

Theorea 2 {Walsh I960, theorea 4 . 8 ) . If (1) i» valid for soae R, then

-ax | Г (z) - р и ) ^ М ' ( » / * ) *
п

z

en C

r

.

2

The phenoaenon that the convergence in a region with a sufficient high speed
laplies it in a broader region too, is called superconveraence. Theorea 2 is
rxtreaely iaporvant for us; the above aentioned powers of the variable are
excluded froa consideration if they do not show the necessary speed of
convergence to zero inside the physical region. But note that apart froa the
sere existence of the constant M' we have no information on its value, i.e.
we have no error estiaate ( see later, too ) .

The theorems cited so far establish the existence of an extrapolation
procedure. An important nonexistence theorea Is the following,

Theorea 3 (Walsh I960, theorea 4.11 ) . Polynoaials showing aaxiaua
convergence cannot coverge uniformly in a region containing any part of the

-7 ellipse С .

inside its interior. In other words, apart from possible

Isolated points uue necessarily has a divergence outside C

#

. It is the

reason Гог calling it convergence ellipse. If theoream 1, 2 and 3 ara
coapared on» obtains that the very saaa condition, naaely the aaxiaan
convergence of the polynoaiial sequence in the physical region, enseres tha
convergence of the extrapolation inside С

and the divergence outside it.

One can conplete the extrapolation scbene by pointing out sone practical
ways of finding out polynomials showing uaxinun convergence.

Theoren h. The following sets of polynonials show a naxinua convergence:
i/ Chebyshev approxinations (Walsh I960, theoren 5.2 ) •
ii/ Interpolating polynonials with suitably distributed Interpolating
FDints (Walsh I960, theoren 7 . 6 ) .
iii/ Polynomials 1*_U) given by the nininun of the integral
•4
-4
with a positive лпй continuous weight function w(z) ( Walsh I960, theoren
5.3, see also theoreas 5.12 and 5.13 for weaker conditions un the weight
function ) ,

Case iii/ is the nost laportant since functional (6) niniaized In a
least squares fit to neasured points la an integral sun of integral (3)
(see later). In this way one has a praetiesl neans of carrying through an
extrapolation convergent outside the physical region,

2.2. Difficulties of an effective error oatlnate

The only difficulty we have to face 1« that the rata of convergence
is slower outside the physical region than Inside it and we have no estlaatc
for the constant N' in fomnia (2) . On« oannot decide whether tha extra
polated polynoaial which fits the data within their statistical errore is
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near enough, i . e . within i t s own s t a t i s t i c a l or a ( r e v i o u a l y prescribed
e r r o r , t o the true value. To s o l v e t h i s problea one should take soae a d d i 
tional information into c o n s i d e r a t i o n . One can suppose that on the con
vergence e l l i p s e an upper bound f o r the function i s known, or sou* Holder
type Inequality i s v a l i d t h e r e , and so on ( C i u l l i 1969, 1973, C i u l l i e t « 1 .
1975 ) . Based on thea one can eatiamte the p o s s i b l e e r r o r of the e x t r a 
polated value. Because of the very essence of t h i s approach such e s t i n a t e s
always contain at present i n a c c e s s i b l e (because they concern the nonphysleal
region ) parameters, therefore they are not u s e f u l . A s t a t i s t i c a l approach
-

was proposed b* "utkosky ( 1 9 6 9 ) , who aasuned that on the convergence e l l i p s e
the function takes on random v a l u e s according to a Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n
with a zero mean valve and an unknown hut deteruined fron the experimental
data d i s p e r s i o n . Apart fron soae inner problem of the f o m u l at ion ( s e e
C i u l l i ' s (1975 preview )one night r i g h t l y ask, t o g e t h e r with M i l l e r and
Viano ( 1 9 7 3 ) : how can we check the v a l i d i t y of the b a s i c s t a t i s t i c a l asaunption? For r e a c t i o n s between p a r t i c l e s of s l u p l e s t r u c t u r e one has only a
very U n i t e d nuaber of s i n g u l a r i t i e s on the convergence e l l i p s e ( even a f t e r
the o p t i a a l confomal napping, see l a t e r ) , so one doubts i t s v a l i d i t y .
5

5 2

N e v e r t h e l e s s , for conposite p a r t i c l e s , l i k e the r e l a t i o n T ' ( d , p ) P

, one

has an enormous number of densely located s i n g u l a r i t i e s , no i n such c a s e s
I t night describe the real s i t u a t i o n . But in any case of a s p e c i a l consequence
of t h i s approach, l i k e a c o n t r a d i c t i o n between the s o - c a l l e d Cutkosky's
( 1 9 6 9 ) convergence t e s t function and a t r a d i t i o n a l

£

t e s t , the v a l i d i t y

of the basic assumption should be cheeked c a r e f u l l y . Here again i n a c c e s s i b l e
information concerning the non physical region should be u s e d . One can
conclude that within the framework of the e x t r a p o l a t i o n method no p r a c t i c a l l y
e f f e c t i v e a p p l i c a b i l i t y condition has been formulated. One of the basic aina
of t h i s paper Is to f i l l

t h i s gap.

2 . 3 . Optinal conforeal naosin«

A very lnportant technique f o r inprovlng the performance of the method
i s the o p t i a a l cor.foraal napping proposed by Cutkosky and Deo (1968 a , b )
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and by Ciulli (1969). According to theorems 1 and 2 the possible rat« of
convergence is defined by the location of the nearest singularity which
determines the value o f «

, i.e. the upper bound for Ш. If it is possible

to nap an additional region of regularity into the interior of the new
convergence ellipse, then for the new plane the value of ^ increases
ICiulli 1969). Therefore for the class of functions which have left and
right hand side cuts on the real axis with the further singularities on the
edges of these cuts, the optimal confornal napping is that which naps the
upper and lower edges of the cuts on the new convergence ellipse. As for
the details, the reader is referred to the original literature. Such a napp
ing usually does i.ot alter the theoretical basis of the net hod hut is very
useful fron a practical point of view. In валу cases only the faster
convergence ensures the success of the extrapolation with the given errors
of the experiaental data. Later it will be demonstrated that in favourable
cases one can use the original cosv*

variable, too.

Usually one extrapolates to the nearest singularity. SonetInes it
happens that in the other direction one has a singularity nearer the physical
region. In such cases it is unavoidable to apply soae napping which Moves
this singularity to such a distance that the new convergence ellipse contains
in its interior the point one extrapolates to. The necessity for such napp
ing directly follows fron theorea 3. Note also that if experinental data are
available only in sone part of the physical region - or what is equivalent,
one deliberately uses only sone part of the data - then in the above formula
tion one should understand this interval as the physical region. Before mak
ing the analysis the nost simple thing is to use a linear transformation
mapping it on the [-1,1} interval (see the summary section of the paper by
Cutkosky and Deo (1968 b )) . Since experimental data at J a 0° and 1140° are
rarely available, strlcly speaking one should always Include such a transforma
tion into the optimal conforaal napping. Obviously in most cases it makes
no practical difference.
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2.*>. Practical scheme of the extrapolation

In practice, one has measured values of the function to he extrapolated
only at some discrete points of the suitably chosen variable. By the usual
least squares procedure one should fit the extrapolating polynomials to the
experimental points (Chew 1938, Taylor 1959 ) rather than to find out the
maximum convergence polynomials of various subcases of theorem h for a
continuous function. Nevertheless, the convergence of such a procedure can
be proved, too.

Prom a theoretical point of view it is not important which polynomial
system (i.e. Chebyshev, Legendre, Laguerre, etc. polynomials ) we choose to
fit the data. As the condition we define their coefficients from is the same,
the fitted coefficients represent the same information and one can easily
calculate the coefficients of a given polynomial system from the coefficients
of another one. But, naturally, a fixed number of terms in the usual
expansions are not equivalent as different weight functions are used to
determine the coefficients. Perhaps this is the reason for some confusion
in choosing the polynomial system. Very often the polynomial system is
specially chosen to simplify the least squares procedure ( Kissiinger 1972,
Borbély 1974 ) , which gives practical advantages, particulary in handling
the statistical errors.

If the polynomials B (x) are chosen to satisfy the orthonormallty
n

relations

and the recurrence relations

where the w, weights are positive end the
defined by formula (к),

then

*

А

Г

constants are

-

*
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'

-

'

w

i s pi veil Mi til

NC

Й^-Г *
i*4

f

W

U.l* ) B j O ,
£

whore f
(x) is the /unction to be fitted. If one works in the z=cosV
охр» '
plane, for the extrapolation Method

bhil" the w. weights are given by its errors
1

«\ * H / A f ^ C K i ) ) .
The rm.s error of An is •
— 1 and these coefficients are not correlated. The
strength of the pole is given by the fitted and extrapolated polynomials

l;* (z -z)*rU) * L A.BJzJ,

l8)

t

where the sum contains all the significant coefficients and only those.
The number of significant terms N of formula (в) can be determined from two
equivalent conditions, i/ The actual values of the A

coefficients with

и > N do not contradict the hypothesis that their "true" expectation values
are »mailer than their rms err••?•£.. il/ With N terms the expectation value
of Y a; 1.0 is reached. It is clear that one should Include all the
significant terms as they are necessary even for the description of the data
Jn the physical region, and one should reject all the nonsignificant terms
because they make the error of the result larger, and they do not add any
significant contribution to its value. If one deviates from this traditional
rule of stattete» the reasons should be olarifled.

Luckily enough functional (6), with the aid of which one defines the
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extrapolating polynomial, is an approximating Integral sum of functional (3),
N « N . is a necessary condition of having a good approximation. Using it one
can easily prove the convergence of this extrapolation scheme, too. Kor this
purpose it is sufficient to construct a relatively smooth weight function
w(x) Гrom the available weight set iw,\ and to take more and more "measured"
points into consideration always ensuring that sum (б) be a good approxima
tion of integral (3)* If the number of points is increased, the number of
significant terms N slowly increases - with theorem

't proving the maximum

convergence. Note that the just described method allows the planning of
experiments. With some preliminary information one can even minimize the
error of the result by suitably choosing the new measured points.

It is clearly a hypothesis only that the exact values of the non
significant coefficients in formula (в) are zero, but one has no other
practical condition at hand to define the truncation of the sum. It should
be noted that the above discussed Cutkosky's convergence test ^Outkosky
l % 9 ) w a s applied by Dubnicka and Dumbrajs (1973, 1974 a, b ) to define the
number of terms in formula (в). In a large number of cases, however, when
I checked their analysis (see section 7 ) I found no contradiction to the
2

X

test.

Including more and more terms in sum (в) one gets increasingly larger
errors for the result. If, with the significant terms only, one already has
a larger error than the value of the result, this fact cannot be considered
as a failure of the method. One has a clear indication that the result is
not significant and one has to use better data. Strictly speaking, the
method fails in those oases when the deviation between the extracted strength
of the pole and its true value is considerably larger than the statistical
error provided by the analysis. Methods to control the systematic error of
the method will be given later.
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3. ТНК METHOD,PF ASYMPTOTICAL COEFFICIENTS

In this section a different sethod, the singularity subtraction sethod,
ami its generalizations are discussed. This aethod was first applied by
Cutkosky and Deo (19в8 a ) and was developed further by Borbély (1974). I
give the most general formulation of it here and for obvious reasons I
propose to call it the aethod of asymptotical coefficients. In the femula
tion of this aethod one use values of the function only in the physical
region, so there is no need to solve the above discussed Instability problem.
On the other hand, as will be proved, the extrapolation aethod and the aethod
of asymptotical coefficients are essentially equivalent. Because of this, the
same prohlea presents itself in a different fora. The formulation of the
method makes it possible to give a physical applicability condition rather
than a aatheaatical one. A further advantage is the greater felxibility for
singularities other than a pole.

3.1. Mathematical basis of the aethod

To foraulate the aatheaatical basis of the «ethod let us consider
orthonoraal polynomials P (z) with a positive continuous weight n\z):
k

S f k U ) f U ) * ( x ) ÍZ » S

(9)

k%

t

and let us consider the expansion coefficients a- of an integrable function

a » $ \\z)
с
k

f U ) *(x)

Note that actually the a

u

fc

AT.

,

Uo)

expansion coefficients provide the polynoalal

which alnlalzos functional (3) (Walsh I960,

y

6.5). Therefor* expansion and

approximation coefficients are the saae provided that the weight is fixed,
no later on they are not necessarily distinguished from each other.
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Theorem 5 (Walsh I960, theorem 6 . 7 ) . If t[z)

has a s i n g u l a r i t y on С

and i s

regular inside i t , then

tt*,s»J I a I * - 1/p

ill)

x

It means that the asymptotical behaviour of a

R

i s roughly given by an

exponential which depends on the p o s i t i o n of the nearest s i n g u l a r i t y or
s i n g u l a r i t i e s only with a "smoother" pre-exponential f a c t o r F ( n ) , v l z .

a. ~ FU)

u

e

-* S

M

Naturally, P(n) depends on the singularity type. Popov ( 1964 ) gave the
asymptotical behaviour of Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients for
different singularities of the amplitude.

If there is only one singularity on C- , one can determine its strength
by comparing its expansion coefficients with those of f(z) in the b^ymptotical
region where the contribution of other singularities fades out. Since, accord
ing to formula (l2), with increasing n the contribution of other singulaiitiee
located further decreasea with higher speed, such a region necessarily exists.
But it is not so easy to decide whether the statistical errors of the
experimental data makes it possible to reach it. Borbély (1974) gave the
condition that in the asymptotical region within their statistical errors the
efficients should show a behaviour corresponding to the location and type
of the singularity. In particular the strength of the singularity extracted
from different coefficients should be consistent statistically. Because of
this I call it the self-consistency condition. In fact Borbély (1974) gave
this condition in a different but equivalent form (see subsection 3.3). When
this condition Is applied I call the method the singularity subtraction
method. It will be proved that the extrapolation and subtraction methods are
statistically equivalent. The self-consistency condition is a necessary one
only (Borbély 1975)» the physical undarstandlng of the process which Is
analysed can help to give a sufficient condition.
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Ъ.2.

\ physical applicability condition

It is well known that for transfer processes the pole contribution in
the traditional formálisa corresponds to PVBA matrix elements with no
distortion in the initial and final channels and with the asymptotically
valid (in the r space) Hankel type wave functions for the transferred
particle (e.g. Borbély et al. 1968). Por sufficiently high partial wave
amplitudes (with obvious notations

t ? kR ) it Is a good approximation.

Let us suppose that with a given accuracy the partial wave amplitudes
with {>L are determined by the pole. In this case one has for the amplitude
in the physical region

tU) *» \U)+

f/U^x) ,
p

(13)

z

where the polynomial t l ) of degree L describes the deviation from the pole
contribution in the low partial wave amplitudes. For the cross section one
has

This formula immediately implies that the asymptotical region in the
expansion of (z -z)<r(z) is that with n > 2 U l , However simple this condi
tion might be, it gives a firm control over the method, since one usually
has a good estimate for the Interaction radii, or the va?je of L is known
from other sources. Note that in the latter case the L*k.R connection can
serve as a definition for the interaction radius if one wants to work
entirely with amplitudes and avoid the position apace. Apart from the
quantitative side of the problem, qualitatively the above condition implies
that one should have a well measured exchange peak as this Is the most
sensitive region to the highest partial wave amplitudes (see peripheral model
calculations by Borbély and Dolinsky (l<4>9)) ,

1
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Ко ran lne ( п ) and (14) also маке it possible to discuss the disturbing
effect of compound resonances ( Cutkosky and Deo 1 % 8 b, Nichitiu l9Ti)

and

of the strong contribution from low partial wave amplitudes in general. Let
us suppose that we fix the pole contribution in partial wave aaplitudes with
С > L and change the other amplitudes. No Matter that low partial wave
amplitudes are small or large, they have no effect on the expansion/approxima
tion coefficients of (z -z) f (z) with n>2l<+2, once the weight [ i.e. the
errors of the data ) is fixed. But in practice, naturally, the weight is not
fixed, a larger polynomial background in foraula [lb)

means larger statistical

fluctuations as well, which sooner or later completely absorb the fixed pole
defined terms. Therefore large low partial wave aaplitudes, and resonances in
particular, aake it aore difficult to reach the asymptotical region. In their
presence one can expect a decrease in the number of significant terms for the
extrapolation Method, too ( see the following proof of the equivalence of the
two methods and the discussion of the

P(d,p)

P reaction).

3.3. Equivalence of the extrapolation and subtraction methods

The equivalence pt

the extrapolation and subtraction methods can be

proved as follows. Let us suppose that in the fit

the N-th and higher order significant coefficients show a pole behaviour in
the sense of the above formulated self-consistency condition. Specifically,
it means that one has N significant terms (Borbély 197'i ) in the fit

U z)* *U) *>£ < B>) .
r

bf>)

But one does not necessarily suppose that the true asymptotical region is
reached, i.e. the pole behaviour can be fortuitous. Now, one can change the
experimental values well within their error in such a way that they give the
fitted values provided by the right hand side of formula (16). In this way
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I he result оГ the extrapolation »ethod is not changed. The subtraction
»«•Ним! applied t» this pseudoexperimentml data can, of course, give only the
síi*«' result as the extrapolation «ethod. This follows fro* the construction
..Г these data since their values are given exactly by a second and first
order pole and a polynomial background. But as the data are changed well
within their errors, the subtraction aethod results for the experimental
and pseudoerpertmental data can differ from each other only within their own
errors, which immediately implies the statistical equivalence of the subtrac
tion and extrapolation methods.

The equivalence of the two methods shows that the problems in determin
ing the asymptotical region with the aid of the self-consistency condition
essentially coincide with the difficulties in determining the sufficient
number of terms for extrapolation. The equivalence also helps one to under
stand that the restriction for the optimal conformal mapping, namely that
the improvement given by it is only an asymptotical one, is irrevelant. In
the subtraction method one has to reach the asymptotical region of the pole
contribution, which is well within the asymptotical region of the background
singularity contribution, where the napping always gives some improvement.
The real problem, however, is that in changing the position of the singularity
one changes its strength as well, which in a given expansion coefficient might
compensate for the faster exponential decrease - at least partially. Here,
the strength of the singularity 1ч understood in a broad sense as by the
mapping one САП also change its character.

">.'i. General izatloti»

The pole is a very special type of singularity. With simple factors it
is very easy to remove from the cross section the pole itself or its inter
ference term with the background amplitude. It is not possible in the case
of more complicated singularities

For elastic scattering with Coulomb

interact ion, for instance, at еояч^я! one has the Rutherford p*>le of second
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order, an interference branch point of complicated structure and a rcgular
uuclcar background, А сон formal mapping which removes the branch point
introduces нем singularity in the background. In such a situation one has
a straightforward generalization of the subtraction method. Namely, one
should describe the significant expansion coefficients in the asymptotical
region, i.e. where the background is not important, simultaneously with as
many singularities as needed. It is still possible because the pro-exponen
tial factor in the asymptotical behaviour depends on the type оГ the
singularity. Kor this purpose, however, one needs' several coefficients and
due to the larger number of fitted parameters, a more strict physical control.
The method remains the same if the singularities arc not at the same place .n
0_

or even if they are on different ellipses. The self-consistency condition

can he applied in all these cases to define the asymptotical region, but
additional physical considerations are also desirable. Applying a method
similar to the one previously used for proving the equivalence of the extra
polation and subtraction methods one can easily prove that this method of
asymptotical coefficients is statistically equivalent to a direct fit of the
unknown parameters of the singularities and a polynomial background to the
experimental data themselves. Prom a computational point of view the method
of asymptotical coefficients is simpler as one fits only several expansion
coefficients rather than all the experimental data.

To make clear the connection of the various methods one can summarize
them as follows. The extrapolation method removes the first and second order
poles of the cross section and extrapolates (z -z) € [г)

to •/=/. by regular

polynomials. In general, such an extrapolation is possible if one can handle
the difficulties of a simultaneous removal of the pure and interference
singularities. The singularity subtraction method removes the interference
pole and determines the strength of the remaining pure pole оГ (/ -г)

б \г)

bv using the significant expansion coefficients in the asymptotical region.
The asymptotical region can be determined by the self-consistency condition,
in particular from the analysis of (z^-z) ff(z), or from physical considera-
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linns. In peiHT.il, such a method can be used if one can eliminate all the
•»liter singularities except the studied one from the cross section at the
plaee of the studied singularity. The method of asymptotical coefficients
is a generalisation of the subtraction method, one describes the coefficients
in the asymptotical region with as many singularities as needed. All these
methods are statistically equivalent to each other, provided they can be
applied to the given types of singularities. They are equivalent also to a
Hi reel Tit to the experimental data, as nas been discussed just above.
Hecatise all these methods continue into the nonphysical region an empirically
Riven not necessarily regular analytic function, I propose to call them
empirical continuation methods.

The method of asymptotical coefficients can be applied for determining
the location of the singularity, too. The only modification needed is that
«>tt» does not describe the asymptotical region of the coefficients with a
Tixeil position singularity, but fits the position too. The asymptotical region
could he defined by the self-consistency condition. Such a procedu -e is far
more practical than the methods reviewed by Ciulli (1973) end Ciulli ct al.
(l'>7"). I checked the applicability of this method in the case of a model
onerpy dependence of the cross section given by the effective range formula
for the n-n scattering. This is important because when measuring the relative
kinetic energy spectrum in an n-n final state interaction peak with a
sufficient but experimentally still feasible accuracy, one can extract the
location of the virtual bound state providing a constraint on the n-t
scattering length and effective range parameters. This case illustrates again
a very attractive feature of the continuation method, its ability to forecast
the error of the result. Having sufficiently accurate preliminary information
one can always build up realistic methods for this purpose.

'». SOME WAYS OF IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OP THE CONTINUATION METHOD

There are ways of Improving the performance of the continuation methods,
"roadIу TipffiMng, one has two possibilities. Firstly, the optimal conformal

У
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mapping, as one applies it following Cutkosky and Deo (1968 a,b)and Ciulli
[l'»•'>),

is optimal for a given class of functions. But not the entire region

»Г regularity is mapped inside the conTergence ellipse for a particular func
tion, as not all points of the cuts are singularities for the given function.
To bo able to exploit a larger region of regularity one should perform an
additional mapping either by studying the structure of nonphysical Riemann
sheets - which Is a difficult task, or by Minimizing the number of parameters
needed to represent the experimental data choosing some suitable parameters
in a test function for the mapping. In more practical terms, one can fit the
data instead of a polynomial P (z), for Instance, with a "double" polynomial
¥ (Q (z)), where the argument of P
k

n * k < m ) . The argument of P

is Itself a polynomial Q. (naturally,

could be a rational fraction or a similar func-

tion. The second possibility is to use such functions to fit the data which
have singularities and these singularities can serve as a model for that of
the fitted function. The point is that one can always describe a limited
section in the asymptotical region of the expansion coefficients by a pole,
for instance, since slightly changing its position it is possible even to
imitate a different pre-exponential behaviour. In practice, one can apply
rational fraction approximations ( Borbély and Nichltlu 1975, 1976), where the
positions of the poles are also fitted. Finally, one can combine these two
methods, by using for instance, a rational fraction argument for a rational
fraction. These possibilities are well known in the theory of approximations
(see, for instance, the book of Bakhalov (l975) for an estimate of their
speed of convergence In the physical region). Here, I have given only a
"physical" Interpretation. One should be aware that these approaches have no
such an elaborated theory as have polynomial approximations. More complicated
computational methods should also be used and one should explicitly limit the
values of the fitted parameters, as In an empirical fit one can easily
introduce singularities in the regularity region (Borbély and Nichltlu 1976).

Л simple and important case in practice Is when one does not fit the
location of the model pole but chooses it

applying physical considera

tions. If n singularity at г»г prevents reaching the asymptotical region of
{
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the expansion coefficients, i.e. one has a considerable contribution írom it
in the highest significant coefficients, then one can analyse (х -х)«*(ж) by
(

the standard polynomial approximations. It is equivalent to a pole fixed at
the singularity plus a polynomial background approximation to * U ) , naturally
in addition to the usual transfer pole. One can also analyse U ~ « ) *(*)»
t

because in this case the second and first order poles give more possibilities
to describe the singularity. One can justify this method from another point
<>Г view, too. It is clear that such factors do not necessarily remove the
singularity, therefore in the asymptotical behaviour one has the same
exponential. One can easily prove, using the explicit expressions for the
pro-exponential factors in formula (12) given by Popov (1964), that one has
a,faster decrease for the new singularity - in complete agreement with one's
"physioal intuition". The shortcoming of this simple procedure is the in
crease in the number of parameters needed to describe the contribution of
other singularities. One should therefore apply such factors with restraint.

5. CHECKING OF THE RESULT FOR A SMALL ERROR CASE

As the very small error for the pole strength given by the empirical
continuation method in the most favourable cases is usually doubted, I think
it is not without benefit to study in some detail the smallest error case
met by me so far. It is the analysis of the d(d,p)t reaction at Е.з25*3 NeV
(Borbély 1974), where the statistical error of the pole strength is 1,5 jí.
One has 41 points with a typical error of 3.5 % (van Oers and Broskman 1963),
so if one knew the shape of the angular distribution, a fit cf the normaliza
tion would give an error of 3.5 *kl VfieO.5 % approximately. Therefore the
"effectiveness" of the method is 0.5 #/1.5 #»0.33, which is quite reasonable.
The main problem here, however, is not the magnitude »f the statistical error
which can easily be calculated, but the magnitude of the systematic error
connected with the contribution of the background singularities in the
asymptotical region of the expansion coefficients. To check it one has two
possibilities. Firstly, the application of the Just discussed methods of
Improvement at least changes even if does not decrease its value, therefore
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comparing the results given by thee one has information on the Magnitude of
the systematic error. Secondly, the above formulated physical applicability
condition help* to define the asymptotical region. A peripheral model fit to
the data (Borbély 1971, see the details there) gives that one has some
distortion in the 1=2 partial wave amplitudes. Applying the consideration
leading to formula (14) and including the symmetry of the cross section due
to the identity of the deuterons (see the general formulae of Borbély and
Dolinsky (1967)) one obtains that for (х*-ж )•*(«) the first 4 terms contain
distortion effects, the higher index terms are free of th>u. It is obviously
valid for the c o s ^ plane. One can apply a comformal mapping and/or introduce
a factor of (zjf-z )

to suppress the contribution of the branch point which

generates the left and right hand cuts at z.a+3.37. Borbély (1974) performed
the analysis with the optimal conforaal mapping and without the suppression
factor. The results of the singularity subtraction method for the four
possible cases are given in table 1. As the selfconsistency condition gives
that the ns4 and 5 terms belong to the asymptotical region, I give the pole

2

2

strength G' От" following from thea In all cases, though the above considera
tion shows that for the no mapping no suppression case only the n»5 term can
be used. Therefore in the latter case the result following from the n*4 term
is given in parentheses. The comparison of the other three cases with n=4
shows that in the best case with the mapping an«? suppression factor, one has
a remarkable small systematic error of the order of the statistical error or
less, i.e. about 1 #. Note that the n»5 results show negligible changes, one
has an even smaller systematic error for thea. But, naturally, the statistical
error f"r them is auch larger. The above consideration concerns only the error
of the continuation aethod Itself, and the estlaates do not contain the
noraalizatlon error and other systeaatlc errors of the experiaental data. The
correlation of the experiaental errors as well as Couloab effects (see later)
are also not included. I emphasize that such a saall systematic error is the
consequence of the fact that, as a peripheral model fit (Borbély 1971) shows
It, the cross section is dominated by the pole defined large partial wave
amplitude» and the background singularities are unusually far from the pole
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I/ =*1.33 while *,»*3.37 ) . Therefore the background contribution faaas oat
very rapidly froa the expansion coefficients. In other laas favourable cases
..no can even get incorrect results, as can be seen froa the following.

b. THE PBOBLEM 0Г MODEL INDEPENDENCE

No doubt the reader is now sufficiently confused with all this trickery
about improvement of approxiaatlons, therefore it is tiae to disease the
•«•lei dependence or independence of the aathod. First of all I should like
to point out that the foraulae (Borbély 1976, Blokbintxev et al. 1977) used
Гог the strength of the transfer pole are exaet in the sense that no "formfactor «fleet»" (Kissiinger 1973) nor "nuclear radius effects" (Dubnicka and
Dtmbrajs 1974 a ) are neglected, siaply because one has no such effects in the
pole itself. Again, that one uses or can use a suitably chosen variable, i.
e. one applies coaforaal napping, cannot be considered as a aodel ( Choudhary
1976). The analytic continuation being uniaue, its result is independent of
the choice of the variable. On the other hand, the result of an empirical
continuation can depend on the variable one uses, as it directly affects the
error of the various approximations with a soaetiaes severely Halted number
or terns. Therefore the fact of the unavoidable approxiaation is the point
»ne should discuss. Here one cannot avoid making soae allowance for a "aodel
clement" in the aethod (Borbély 197%, but see also Borbély 1975). It shou'1
be clear, however, that the aere fact of approxiaation in not equivalent to
a model as the tern is used in nuclear phyries. In this respect the shellmodel, for instance, with its average field and residual interaction, or the
DVDA with its optical sodel wave functions used in the nuclear interior,
cannot be compared to the eapirlcal continuation aethod. The method is
asymptotically exact in the tense that the лггот

of the result tends to zero

as one has better and better experimental data. A siaple condition, namely
ihat the number of significant terms should be higher than roughly speaking
L'kR, can be given determining when the result is near to the asymptotical
exactness. The only assumption about the asymptotical region one makes based
»n this condition is not a aodel as defined above« But soaetimes, if the
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exact analyoity properties are not known (see later the effects of the long
range Coulomb interaction), one can use approximate expressions for the
singularities which might be so rough that they can serve as a model only.

7. APPLICATIONS

In nuclear physics taken in the strict sense, Amado (1959) was the
first to propose the application of the empirical continuation method. He,
however, proposed to extrapolate

3 5

^ ^ p l ) / ^ t h e o r ^ * where

®*theor

l s

*

l v e n

by the Butler theory. In this way, additional poles at the zeros of
V..

(z) are Introduced strongly hindering, if not paralyzing, the

continuation procedure. Dullemond and Schnitzer (1963) checked the extra
polation method on data calculated by DWBA. For a possible explanation for
their failure see the paper of Borbély (1976). Following the introduction of
optimal conformal mapping, a long series of papers was published with
.successful applications.

In this section these applications of the continuation method are
discussed in the light of the above ideas. They are grouped according to the
extracted structure information with increi^ng mass number. Many of them
claimed to have been successful turn out to give doubtful resulte.lt can be
seen not only by performing the analysis consistently and comparing the
results correctly with other methods, but by applying the above given physical
applicability condition as well. It ls possible to estimate the reliability
of the results by very simple means, which I shall try to illustrate In the
following. To gain experience in avoiding doubtful applications it is
necessary to point out the error

made; the continuation method can only

profit from a clear-cut determination of its possibilities. Naturally, one
can speak only of the present day possibilities; sufficient improvements
in the continuation technique can change the situation in the future.

Л quick erosion of the reputation of a method can easily result from a
situation in which many of the applications gave virtually incorrect results;
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this process has already begun (Nichitiu 1975, Locher and Mizutani 1978 a,b).
On«, should be aware that every method has its own limitations; applications
beyond the possibilities should not devaluate the method itself provided
that well defined applicability conditions are available and it is possible
to check the result within the framework of the method. In favourable cases
the empirical continuation method did produce such a small error which was
not feasible until now. One should not forget that the method uses directly
mt.....«rable cross section data and the evaluation is simple and transparent.
Within its field of applicability the continuation method is in some sense
superior to other methods in extracting structure information (advantages
and disadvantages are Illustrated by Borbély (1976)), therefore there is no
doubt that it will have more applications in the future.

7.1. The deuteron vertex constant

From a theoretical point of view the best known vertex constant is the
d-»p+n one. We know it froa the residue in the bound state pole which appears
in the energy plane for n-p scattering - as the energy dependence is well
described by the effective range formula. Moreover, the various realistic
nucleon-nucleon potentials also give the same value through the asymptotical
normalization of the deuteron wave function. This is natural since

they are

adjusted to describe the parameters of the effective range formula. The value
of G!: IS 0,43+0.01 fm (Blokhintzev et al. 1977), the error is an estimate of
the maximum possible systematic errors, i.e. it is not statistical In
character. Later, one needs its squared value C^aO.18+0.009 fm , Because it is
known so well, the deuteron vertex constant could serve as a test of the
continuation method.

7.1.1. Analysis of the n-d scattering data

In the c o s ^ plane the simplest process giving information on the
structure of the deuteron is the d(n,d)n proton exchange, which dominates
the hackward peak in n-d scattering (Borbély 1971). The analycity structure
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of the cross section was studied by Kisslinger (1972), while the continua
tion method was applied by Kisslinger (1197?), Dubnicka and Duabrajs (1974 a ) ,
Borbély and Nichitiu (1975) for the analysis of the data. To be specific, I
choose the E.=7.01 MeV data of Bonner et al. (1969) and I consider the
extrapolation method. Kisslinger reported an agreement with the standard
value with N=4 terms but without any statistical analysis in the sense that
neither the value of Г

for the fit nor the error of the result were given.

He also found that three terms are not sufficient for a correct result.
Dubnicka and Duabrajs reported an agreement with the standard value with
о

N=3 terms and

t =0.56. Our results, which were briefly reported at the

Zurich Polarization Symposium, give that with N=3(4) and

2

T =0.56(0.47) the

deutcron vertex constant is G.sH). 24+0.01 (0.18+0.04) fm . One can see that
there is an agreement with Kisslinger's normalization as four terms gave the
standard value, but he ambiguously included the last term, which is not
significant in the physical region. The inclusion of an ambiguous number of
nonsignificant terms make the method quite undefined. By definition they only
make the error larger while changing the result to a lesser degree: in this
2
2
case the pole strength was changed from 0.24+0.01 fa

to 0.18+0.04 fm , which

is statistically the same value with a larger error. On the other hand, our
analysis agrees with that of Dubnicka and Dumbrajs, except for their normaliza
tion. It partly comes from their Incomplete treatment of spins (for more
details, see the review of Blokhintzev et al. (1977)). In all cases when they
reported an agreement with other results, their results were virtually in
correct. One concludes that the small number of available significant terms
does not allow extrapolation to the pole. The physical reason is clear. One
can safely suppose that there is some distortion In the £»1 partial wave
amplitudes which immediately implies that (2 С+1)+2*5 significant terms in
the cos v plane are necessary to get a correct result. As after the conformal mapping one is very near to applicability, one can try to achieve an
Improvement by suppressing the forward cut contribution. The extrapolation
2

(x ~x) ff^x) with N>3 terms gives the result G^»0.17+0.01 f a
t

2

ot

whore in the

mapped plane the forward cut is at x « . That this result is correct we know
t

not from the analysis Itself, but from outside sources of Information. Locher
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and Nixutani (1978 a ) checked the reliability of the continuation method
results for n-d scattering using a realistic model. Their minimum error
estimate really proves to be conservative if one considers the above un
certainties. At the same time their criticism was generalized to all cases
of cross section continuation without any distinction. A generalization of
error estimates received by "phenomenological" models is justified only if
the "microscopic" reason for the inaccuracy is understood and one has some
information on it in the new case, too.

One can conclude that the n-d data because of their large errors are
not sufficiently accurate to allow the method to be safely applied. More
accurate data are available for p-d scattering with a similar transfer
process dominating at backward angles. To apply the method one should be
able* to handle the modifications caused by the presence of the Coulomb
interaction.

7.1.2. Coulomb effects

There are essentially three kinds of Coulomb effects. First of all, for
elastic scattering there is the Rutherford pole and interference cut at cosv
=1. According

о theorem 3 it is not possible to extrapolate outside the

physical region in the cosv

plane. In principle, it is easy to handle this

difficulty: one should redefine the physical region considering a point at
a small finite distance from the singularity as the new border of it. For the
new physical region it is trivial to apply the machinery of the optimal conformal mapping and to move the Couloab singularity to a considerable distance
from the physical region (see the summary section of the paper by Cutkosky
and Deo (1968 b)). In this case on the edge of the physical region the
derivative of the mapping is very large ( a typical value is 20), therefore
the angle resolution of the experiments might be not sufficient to perform
the analysis without taking it into account. Sometimes it might be suitable
to exclude the most forward points from the analysis. Moreover, during the
mapping the "strength" of the Rutherford singularity (in a general sense, as
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its character is also changed) considerably increases, therefore it is often
necessary to suppress its contribution.

The second type of Coulomb effects is that for the transfer pole

which

can still be included in a DWBA type description. It was spoken of earlier
that the pole comes from undisturbed plane waves and Hankel function asympto
tic» of the bound state wave functions. One can still obtain closed formulae
in the case of Coulomb distortion of the plane waves and/or Coulomb modified
bound state wave function asymptotics (Coulomb vertex). Coulomb distortion
was studied by Ter-Martiroeyan (l955)(see also Morinigo 1964); Coulomb vertex
effects were discussed, apart from other authors, by Dzhamalov and Oolinsky
(1971). In both cases the pole is changed into a branch point. On the level
of amplitudes they were included in the angular extrapolation metnod by
Kisslinger and Nichols (1975). The restriction to the extrapolation of
amplitudes rather than the more easily available cross section, which in
addition contains less

systematical error, is essential. The inclusion of

Coulomb vertex effects for the cross section was attempted by Borbély (1975).
In the same spirit, one can handle Coulomb distortion too. But one should be
aware that only the leading term of the singularity is included and it is
necessary to rely on the faster decrease of the pre-exponential factor in
formula (12) for the interference singularity or a possible singularity
introduced by the procedure Itself for the background term as compared with
the pre-exponential factor of the studied singularity. The neglected effects
are the order of l/N, where N is the number of terms for the fit (Popov 1964),
In the given case (Borbély 1975), N»«8-10. These procedures are therefore
incomplete in some sense.*

There is also an error

in formula (4) of the above mentioned paper (Borbély

1975), the powers ^ should be replaced by 2* . This formula was derived from
formula (17) of Dzhamalov and Dollnsky (1971), which correctly describes the
singularity but does not contain the constraint that the formfactor depends
2
on q rather than on q. The inclusion of it gives the power 2« without
changing the other factors.
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IM ;I si might Torwart) Manner the complete inclusion of Couloab effects can be
:.< IIM'VC.I within the framework of the Method of asymptotical coefficients
liikinc into account several singularities simultaneously.

There is a third kind of Couloab effect which is usually neglected
IMMNIIISO its existence is not well known. Dolinaky and Mukhamedzhanov (1975)
showed that because of the long range of the Couloab interaction, other
mechanisms different froa the transfer eight have singularities coinciding
with the transfer singularity. No closed formulae, however, were obtained
by Mien, Essentially because of it one cannot aake a thorough analysis of
I he available data. It is worth doing only if all Couloab effects can be
iMiiillef! correctly or at least one has reliable estiaates on their neglibility.

Before proceeding with the discussion of applications one should study
I ho problem of approximating the branch point singularity by a pole when вове
Coulomb effects are neglected. In such cases the extrapolation aethod, for
instance, lacks any meaning at first sight, as one extrapolates by regular
polynomials to a not entirely removed singularity. For saall Couloab effects,
however, the physical region is only negligibly influenced by definition,
therefore the significant approximation coefficients are not changed
considerably and the extrapolated value is near that true value which would
be the result in the absence of Coulomb modifications (Borbély 1975)« The
same consideration can be applied to the subtraction aethod, too. In the
case of small effects, usually only the very high Index approximation co
efficients are changed considerably, but in aost ease« they are inaccessible
Mince they are not significant. If the pole is changed into another
singularity, then the value of Couloab corrections in the empirical continua
tion methods depends on the number of teres used for the continuation, too.

7.1.3. Analysis of p-d scattering data

There is very little to add to the already published aaterial on p-d
scattering ( Borbély and Nichitlu 1973» 1976). As a first approximation one

- зо alght neglect the transformation of the pole intv a branch point by Couloab
effects and take into account only the Rutherford elastic scattering
singularity on the forward edge of the physical region. For the very wide
range of bonbardlng energy of Б «3.0-46.3 MeV this pole approximation for
the transfer singularity with the necessary suppression of the Rutherford
singularity i». the cosy* plane ( but the analysis itself is performed in the
mapped plane ) gives G%0.159*0.004 fm . The result is stable as a function
of the bombarding energy, against the changing of the suppression factor and
of the extrapolating function. A rational fraction extrapolation also gives
the same value. One has a significant difference with the standard value, it
probably comes from neglecting the Oouloab effects in the pole. For the cross
section the Coulomb distorted transfer amplitude of Ter-Martirosyan (1953)
gives a second order pole, which is renormalized in comparison with the un
disturbed pole, and a branch point froa the Interference with the background.
The inclusion of the easily calculable renormalization factor gives the
4
2
standard value of G.«0.189»0.003 fa . A more cor.^lete analysis with the method
of asymptotical coefficients is not possible because of the lack of theore
tical formulae for the complete inclusion of Coulomb effects. Note that
Coulomb effects in the pole can be surprisingly large, at E =10.0 MeV the
renormalizatlon factor for the cross section is 1,084.
The adverse effect of the Rutherford singularity can be demonstrated on
the example of p-d scattering at E »6.78 NeV (Grotzschel et al. 1974). As
vas discussed earlier, in the case of n-d scattering after suppressing the
right hand out, N«3 terms are sufficient to give the correct strength of
the pole whereas for P-d scattering Nail terms are needed (Borbély and
Nlchltlu 1976). The analysing procedure is the saae in both cases, the only
difference is that for p-d scattering It is not the triangle singularity at
z B3.85 that gives the right hand out but the Rutherford singularity at
t

z «i.0,The dractlo difference in the number of terms sufficiently illustrates
t

the negative effect of the Rutherford singularity. Therefore one should be
careful In the oase of elastic scattering with Couloab interaction. A well
Measured backward exchange peak Itself does not guarantee the success of the
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•ethod. It is because one extrapolates beyond the nearest singularity defined
convergence ellipse in the cosv* plane*

Chowdhury et al. (1976) applied the extrapolation method to the very
old p-d scattering data of Sherr et al. 119*7) at В »1.5, 2.1 and 2.5 NeV.
The analysis is statistically incomplete as even the errors of the
experimental data are not known. Because of the Rutherford singularity, four
terns at most cannot be sufficient for extrapolating to the pole. In addi
tion, the Rutherford singularity is completely neglected, therefore extrapola
tion outside the convergence ellipse vas attempted, which makes the whole
prooedure most questionable. For more detailed discussion, see the h-p
scattering case later.

7.2. Three nucleon bound state vertex constants

Por three nucleon bound state vertex constants the empirical continua
tion method can play a more important role. Actually, for the t*d+p vertex
constant it was demonstrated earlier that the method can result in a very
small error. One should add here that the experimental data used are not at
the same level as those of present day experimental possibilltes (the
experiments of Hutson et al. (1971) ean serve as an example), therefore a
sufficient improvement is still feasible. The importance of an accurate value
for the vertex constants consists in the fact that they have the same status
as binding energies, various electric and magnetic moments, and so on. They
should be reproduced in three nucleon calculations as well. At present the
calculation are not accurate enough for matching their error with the experi
mental one (Kim and Tunis 197*), but it Is only a matter of time.

7.2.1. Analysis of slnale nucleon transfer nrocesses

Until now the eapirloal continuation method was applied to obtain the
t*d>n and the h*d+p ( h **ne) vertex constants« The single nuoleon transfer
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reactions d(d,p)t, d(d,n)h provide an excel ent possibility; the results are
given by Borbély (1974, 1975)* There is no need to discuss it in «ore detail,
since is was partly done when the accuracy of the E^=25.6 M.?V results was
checked. I should repeat that Coulomb vertex effects are taken into account
incompletely by Borbély (1976) - as was mentioned earlier. It does not alter
the conclusion of the significant difference between the triton and helion
vertex constants, as specific Couloasb vertex effects are small compared with
the difference ( see there).

7.2.2. Analysis of two nucleon transfer

Elastic scattering with two nucleon transfer was also analysed.
Dubnicka et al. (1973) and Dubnioka and Dumbrajs (1974 a) considered n-t
elastic scattering; Kisslinger (1973) and Kisslingsr and Nichols (1975)
studied p-h scattering. The deuteron exchange pole is, however, so near to
the uncorrelated n*p exchange cut that one should be very cautious when
applying the method (Locher and Hizutanl 1978 a). Por n-t scattering at
В»3.5 MeV, where the method was actually applied (Dubnicka et al. 1973),
the cut is at z »-4.17, the pole is at z »-3.52. The situation is very
u

similar for p-h scattering, where at E »13.6 MeV, z >-2.67 anrt z =-2.38. In
u

the case of n-t scattering three or four significant terms cannot be
sufficient to reaoh the asymptotical region of the expansion coefficients
where one has only pole contribution without any contamination from the cut.
This is clear by taking into account the difficulties met in n-d scattering,
where the backward peak is dominated by the pole without any nearby cut. A
similar conclusion was reached by Locher and Nlzutanl (1978 a) based on an
analysis using model data. Though Dubnicka and Duabrajs (1974 a ) reported
complete agreement with other results, I cheeked their analysis and found
a 2.2 times larger pole strength for the cross section than the standard
value; this was because of their already mentioned nonstandard normaliza
tion. Apart from this, I successfully reproduced their analysis, i.e. the
number of significant terms, the value of T ", relative error of the results,
and so on.
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As opposed to this, I vas completely unsuccessful in reproducing
Klsslinger's I1973) analysis of the p-h scattering, the results of which
were confined by Kisslinger and Niohols (1973). Locher and Misutani (1978 b)
pointed out that in this oase Kissllnger used a nonstandard normalisation. Hy
analysis, however, shows essential differences froa his . In the above cited
papers тегу few of the details were given, such a crucial quantity as the
number of terms used for extrapolation is missing. As such details have not
been accessible, I can give only the results of ay analysis for В «13.6 MeV
( Hutson et al. 1971 ) as an example In table 2. I use the conforaal mapping
as described by Kisslinger (1973), i.e. no attention was paid to the
Rutherford singularity on the edge of the physical region, the fitting poly
nomials are the same orthonoraal polynomials of formula (1%) as used there.
The polynomials are normalised to one and the numerically found overlap of
the tenth polynomial with the first one is 1.%хЮ~ ' instead of an exact aero,
which shows the ex*reme stability of the recurrence relation of formula (5)
used for the calculation of these polynomials. In some sense this figure
characterizes the magnitude of possible numerical errors as it is difficult
to point out any other possible source of numerical instability. One can see
that a large number of terms is needed to represent the data in the physical
region, which is a direct consequence of the neglected Rutherford singularity.
If all the significant terms are Included ( N«9), the extracted strength is
statistically insignificant. As the transfer pole is outside the convergence
ellipse degenerated to the physical region itself*, theorem 3 can be applied

Strictly speaking, the convergence ellipse has Its foci! at the two extreme
measured points used in the analysis (which In the mapped plane are at
x *0.96l and at * *-°«989 rather than at xa*1.0)and it goes through the
Hax

я1п

Rutherford singularity

at x »l,0 , so It la slightly la'ger than the physical
t

region. Nevertheless, It la far from containing the transfer pole
at x »-5,56

inside its interior.

thereby Justifying the empirically found divergence of the extrapolation.
Naturally 1 have tried to handle the Rutherford singularity with the methods

- з* described for the analysis of p-d scattering, too, but I was unsuccessful in
extracting the correct pole strength lit the entire energy range of
E =4.3-31.0 MeV. It is not possible to cope simultaneously with the
P
difficulties caused by the Rutherford singularity and the n*p exchange cut
so near the deuteron exchange pole.
7.З. Four nucleon bound state verte- constants

The eapirical continuation Method was applied to extract four nucleon
bound state vertex constants in two cases. Kisslinger (1972) reported an
approximately correot result ( Blokhint-zev et al. 1977 ) for the extrapolation
of the n-«t elastic cross section to the h exchange pole. The reliability of
his result was doubted by Locher and Mlzutanl (1978 a ) who emphasized the
difficulties in separating the oontinuua exchange cut from the pole at a
large distance from the physical region. No well measured exchange peak is
present in the analysed data therefore the possibility of reaching the
asymptotical region is uncertain. Moreover, I checked the analysis at
E =10,0 MeV and found that with Y «2.0 four terms are needed to describe
n
»
the data of Hoop and Barshall (1966) instead of either the 5 or 6 terms used
by Kisslinger. The strength of the extracted pole given by four terme is
already not significant, i.e. it has an error compatible with its value. One
has to restore the numerical form of the data using a figure, therefore some
distortion is quite feasible. Even so, ay oheok shows that Kisslinger aust
have used nonsignificant term* to get a seemingly correct result.

The oc-d scattering was analysed by Dubnioka and Dumbrajs (1974 b) to
extract the л-*й*й

vertex constant. They reported a very low average value of

2

G >0.43 fa. After correcting their nonstandard normallzation, this value is
2

equivalent to G »23 fm (Blokhlntzev et al. 1977). It is in agreement with
other available empirical ( Baryshnlkov and Blokhlntzev

1971) and theoretloal

(Baryehnikov et al. 1974) results not referred to by them. Despite the
agreement, one cannot epeak of a auooessful application. Not only does the
histogram of the values for the pole strength (i.e. the values of r

2

In their
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notation ) show a completely flat distribution, but there is also a
strikingly close correlation with the reaction cross section given by
Gruebler et al. (1975), as pointed out by Nichitiu (1975)* In fact, the
properly normalized reaction cross section describes the soaetiaes тегу large
fluctuations of the r values completely witnin their errors« It shows that
the asymptotical region of the coefficients is not reached, as is suggested
by the previously demonstrated adverse effect of the Rutherford singularity
and by the absence of well measured and large backward peaks in the data. In
other words, not only are the deuteron and the n+p exchange (at E-«10.0 MeV
the pole is at z =-3.93, the cut is at *-4.18 In the cos V plane, while
u

x =-1.73 and x =-1.95 in the sapped plane) not separated from each other, but
they are not separated fron other singularities and resonances. Note that
with the n-t and p-h case, this is the third case when the atteapt to extract
the strength of the deuteron exchange pole has failed.

7.4. Vertex constants for light nuclei

Neutron separation vertex constants for light nuclei ( A > 6 ) w e r e
determined by Dubnicka and Dumbrajs (1974 a ) , Borbély (1976), and Borbély et
al. (1976). It is highly improbable that one can successfully apply the aethod
to neutron scattering data in order to extract the heavy particle exchange
pole strength, as was attempted by Dubnicka and Duabrajs. The usual bad
statistics of such experimental data does not make it possible to cope with
the difficulties caused by the necessity to interchange the order of the
near-located forward singularities with that of the distantly located back
ward exchange pole and simultaneously separate the pole from the branch points
near It (see the paper of Dubnicka and Duabrajf (1974 a)). The situation is
completely analogous to the previous case of d-d

scattering. In addition,

one has no information on the existence of a heavy particle exchange peak.
Note that forward aeonanism» often give a saall backward peak, therefore
this peak cannot be automatically attributed to backward mechanisms. There
i« a strong correlation of the extracted pole strength with the total cross
section (Nichitiu 1975 ) which - apart from the inner statistical contradio-
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tlon of the results - shows the failure.

Borbély (1976) applied the Method to (d,p) reactions on light nuclei
cheeking the results by comparing the« with peripheral model calculations.
The number of significant teres in formula (1%), however, was not analysed
there. Predicted as well as empirical (provided by the peripheral model fit)
values of kR are available; one can easily prove that the number of obtained
significant terms is sufficient. The only problem that presents itself is
52

in the case of the 'Hd,p) P(3.**7 MeT) reaction. If one haa a reaction
leading to several excited states of the final nucleus, then in general one
might expect that the number of necess*ary terms does not change for them, as
it basically depends on slowly changing wave numbers and nuclear radii. A
sudden decrease in the actual number of significant terns in the extrapola
tion method (in the given case from 9-Ю to 7 ) most probably means that the
pole defined terms disappeared in the statistical fluctuation of the low
partial 'ave amplitude contribution. It is therefore quite improbable that
the result for this case is correct.

The continuation method was also applied to (d,p) reactions en some lp
shell nuclei and the results are briefly presented by Borbély et al. (1976).
The uncertainty of the magnitude and of the reliability of the experimental
errors used in the analysis makes it difficult to judge the reliability of
these results within the framework of the continuation method. It oan be done
only by comparing them with the results of other methods or by repeating the
analysis with other data.

CONCLUSIONS

Looking orer

the aass of applications discussed in the previous section,

one can briefly draw the conclusions concerning reaction mechanisms as
follows: i/ Por single nueleon transfer the method can be safely applied
provided that the data are accurate enough to meet the physical applicability
condition following froa formula (1*). The Rutherford singularity in the
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elastic scattering la a gruet oaataele ta tba setaod. la peaaeealoa of vary
accurate data It la atill possible ta extrset tba aarraat atreagtb la tae
sanaa that tae deviation fro« tae standard valae la tae p-d eaae la aaallar
than tee ebaagea reealtlag free Cealeab aodifieatieas af the traaafar pale,
ii/ All attaapta to extract the atreagth af a deeteroa exehaage pala hava
fallá«. Oaa feasibility for laproviag taa aetbod algbt ka taa explicit
rastoval of taa nearby аадавга root type a»p exehaage eat ay a aappiag. It la
not dlfflealt to evdify taa optlaal eoaforaal sapping la this aaaaar.
ill/ No correct application to three or aero aaeleaa traaafar la haeam.

Proa a aetbodological polat of Tie« It la aaeaaaary to serfora a
statistically coaaloto aaalyaia, vita the trailtloaal J

2

teat providing

the naaber of lneladed teres. Dalag addltioaal physical iaforaatloa aad/or
applying aetbods described la aeetiona h aad 5 oaa can decide whether the
given naaber of teres la aaffleient.
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Table 1.

Results for different analyses of the d|d,p)t

E.=25.3 NeV reaction by the

singularity subtraction Method.

OptlBwl
•apping

Suppression
factor

Pole strength G £ G* in f m

n=4

2

n=5

no
no

no
yes

(0.466+0.007)

O.496+O.O34

0.526+0.008

0.501+0.038

yes

no

0.493*0.007

0.501+0.039

yes

yes

0.509*0.007

0.50U0.039
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Table 2.
Divergence of the extrapolation method for h-p scattering at Б =13.Ь NeV,
completely neglecting all Coulomb effects.
„
n,N

. a/

.4 .2

A

G

n

h

b/

fm

r

2
J

N

3

516.1

1.813

±0.004

390.4

4

-91.8

-0.179

+0.022

25.1

5

0.8

-0.073

•0.14

26.2

6

15.2

15.1

• 1.0

16.0

7

-14.5

-78.2

•6.5

5.8

8

8.3

290.

• 45.

2.2

9

-3.3

-684.

• 296.

1.7

10

0.'.

184.

• 2000.

1.8

The A coefficients are calculated from formula (7); note that they have
R

an rms error of ±1.
b/ 4
G is the extracted strength of the cross section pole given by formula
(8)with N terms. The correct result is about 1.1 f m .
h

2
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